We complement our study of 2-connectivity in directed graphs [7] , by considering the computation of the following 2-vertex-connectivity relations: We say that two vertices v and w are 2-vertex-connected if there are two internally vertex-disjoint paths from v to w and two internally vertex-disjoint paths from w to v. We also say that v and w are vertex-resilient if the removal of any vertex different from v and w leaves v and w in the same strongly connected component. We show how to compute the above relations in linear time so that we can report in constant time if two vertices are 2-vertex-connected or if they are vertex-resilient. We also show how to compute in linear time a sparse certificate for these relations, i.e., a subgraph of the input graph that has O(n) edges and maintains the same 2-vertex-connectivity and vertex-resilience relations as the input graph, where n is the number of vertices.
Introduction
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph (digraph), with m edges and n vertices. A vertex (resp., an edge) of G is a strong articulation point (resp., a strong bridge) if its removal increases the number of strongly connected components of G. A digraph G is 2-vertex-connected if it has at least three vertices and no strong articulation points; G is 2-edge-connected if it has no strong bridges. The 2-vertex-connected (resp., 2-edge-connected) components of G are its maximal 2-vertex-connected (resp., 2-edge-connected) subgraphs.
Edge and vertex connectivity are fundamental concepts in graph theory with numerous practical applications [2, 15] . Although the concept of 2-vertex-connected and 2-edge-connected components is useful in many applications, it does not capture the pairwise connectivity among the vertices of a digraph in the following sense. Two vertices may lie in different 2-vertex-connected and 2-edgeconnected components but still be connected by several disjoint paths. This observation motivates the following natural 2-vertex and 2-edge connectivity relations [7, 11, 16] . Let v and w be two distinct vertices. We say that v and w are 2-vertex-connected (resp., 2-edge-connected ), and we denote this relation by v ↔ 2v w (resp., v ↔ 2e w), if there are two internally vertex-disjoint (resp., two edge-disjoint) directed paths from v to w and two internally vertex-disjoint (resp., two edgedisjoint) directed paths from w to v. (Note that a path from v to w and a path from w to v need not be edge-disjoint or vertex-disjoint.) We define a 2-vertex-connected block (resp., 2-edge-connected block ) of a digraph G = (V, E) as a maximal subset B ⊆ V such that u ↔ 2v v (resp., u ↔ 2e v) for all u, v ∈ B. We say that v and w are vertex-resilient (resp., edge-resilient), denoted by v ↔ vr w (resp., v ↔ er w), if the removal of any vertex different from v and w (resp., any edge) leaves v and w in the same strongly connected component. We define a vertex-resilient block (resp., edge-resilient block ) of a digraph G = (V, E) as a maximal subset B ⊆ V such that u ↔ vr v (resp., u ↔ er v) for all u, v ∈ B. By Menger's Theorem [14] , v ↔ 2e w if and only if v ↔ er w, so these two relations are identical. On the other hand, two vertices v and w that are vertex-resilient are not necessarily 2-vertex-connected. See Figure 1 . If, however, v and w are not adjacent then v ↔ 2v w if and only if v ↔ vr w.
For undirected graphs, the 2-vertex-connected (resp., 2-edge-connected) blocks are identical to the 2-vertex-connected (resp., 2-edge-connected) components. Moreover, all bridges, articulation points, 2-edge-and 2-vertex-connected components of undirected graphs can be computed in linear time [17] . The corresponding problems on digraphs appear to be more difficult. Although all the strong bridges and strong articulation points of a digraph can be found in linear time [10] , the best current bound for computing the 2-edge-and the 2-vertex-connected components in a digraph is O(mn) [12] . In [7] we presented a linear-time algorithm to compute the 2-edge-connected blocks of a digraph G = (V, E). Since the 2-edge-connected relation defines a partition of V , given the 2-edge-connected blocks we can test in constant time if two vertices are 2-edge-connected. Here we consider the computation of the 2-vertex-connected blocks and the vertex-resilient blocks, and provide linear-time algorithms. Despite the fact that these blocks do not give a partition of V , we show that we can test in constant time if any two vertices are 2-vertex-connected or vertex-resilient.
Independently from our work, Jaberi [11] considered the computation of the 2-vertex-connected, 2-edge-connected, and vertex-resilient blocks. His algorithms, however, require O(mn) time in the worst case and O(n 2 ) space.
Flow graphs, dominators, and bridges
In this section we introduce some terminology that will be useful throughout the paper. A flow graph is a digraph such that every vertex is reachable from a distinguished start vertex. Let G = (V, E) be the input digraph, which we assume to be strongly connected. (If not, we simply treat each strongly connected component separately.) For any vertex s ∈ V , we denote by G(s) = (V, E, s) the corresponding flow graph with start vertex s; all vertices in V are reachable from s since G is strongly connected. The dominator relation in G(s) is defined as follows: A vertex u is a dominator of a vertex w (u dominates w) if every path from s to w contains u; u is a proper dominator of w if u dominates w and u = w. The dominator relation is reflexive and transitive. Its transitive reduction is a rooted tree, the dominator tree D(s): u dominates w if and only if u is an ancestor of w in D(s). If w = s, d(w), the parent of w in D(s), is the immediate dominator of w: it is the unique proper dominator of w that is dominated by all proper dominators of w.
Lengauer and Tarjan [13] presented an algorithm for computing dominators in O(mα(n, m/n)) time for a flow graph with n vertices and m edges, where α is a functional inverse of Ackermann's function [19] . Subsequently, several linear-time algorithms were discovered [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8] . Italiano et al. [10] showed that the strong articulation points of G can be computed from the dominator trees of G(s) and G R (s), where s is an arbitrary start vertex and G R is the digraph that results from G after reversing edge directions; similarly, the strong bridges of G correspond to the bridges of G(s) and G R (s).
Let T be a rooted tree whose vertex set is V . Tree T has the parent property if for all (v, w) ∈ E, the parent of w is an ancestor of v in T . Tree T has the sibling property if v does not dominate w for all siblings v and w. The parent and sibling properties are necessary and sufficient for a tree to be the dominator tree.
Theorem 2.1. ( [9] ) Tree D has the parent and sibling properties.
Vertex-resilient blocks and 2-vertex-connected blocks
In this section we provide some basic properties of the vertex-resilient blocks and the 2-vertexconnected blocks. In particular, we show that any digraph has at most n − 1 vertex-resilient (resp., 2-vertex-connected) blocks and, moreover, that there is a forest representation of these blocks that enables us to test vertex-resilience (resp., 2-vertex-connectivity) between any two vertices in constant time. This structure is similar to the one used in [20] to represent the biconnected components of an undirected graph.
Lemma 3.1. Let u, v, x, and y be distinct vertices such that u↔ vr x , v↔ vr x, u↔ vr y and v↔ vr y. Then also x↔ vr y and u↔ vr v.
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that x and y are not vertex-resilient. Then there is a strong articulation point w such that every path from y to x contains w, or every path from x to y contains w (or both). Without loss of generality, suppose that w is contained in every path from y to x. Since u and v are distinct, we can assume that w = u. (If w = u then we swap the role of u and v.) Then, y↔ vr u implies that there is a path P from y to u that avoids w, and similarly, u↔ vr x implies that there is a path Q from u to x that avoids w. So, P followed by Q gives a path from y to x that does not contain w, a contradiction. Hence x↔ vr y. The fact that u↔ vr v follows by repeating the same argument for u and v. Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 3.1.
We denote by VRB (u) the vertex-resilient blocks that contain u. Define the block graph F = (V F , E F ) of G as follows. The vertex set V F consists of the vertices in V and also contains one block node for each vertex-resilient block of G. The edge set E F consists of the edges {u, B} where B ∈ VRB (u). Thus, F is an undirected bipartite graph. Next we show that it is also acyclic. Lemma 3.3. Let u and v be any vertices that are connected by a path P in F . Then, for any vertex w not on P , u and v are in the same strongly connected component in digraph G \ w.
Proof. It suffices to show that G contains a path Q from u to v that avoids w. The same argument shows that G contains a path from v to u that avoids w. Let P = (u 1 = u, B 1 , u 2 , B 2 , . . . , u k+1 = v). Then u i ↔ vr u i+1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, so there is a path P i in G from v i to v i+1 that avoids w. Then the catenation of paths P 1 , . . . , P k gives a path in G from u to v that avoids w.
Lemma 3.4. Graph F is acyclic.
Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that F contains a cycle C. We show that all vertices w ∈ C ∩ V belong to the same vertex-resilient block B. Let u, v ∈ V be two vertices on a minimal cycle C of F that are adjacent to a block node B. (Such u, v, and B exist since F is bipartite.) Then, u and v cannot be the only vertices in V that are on C, since otherwise they would be adjacent to another block B on C, violating Corollary 3.2. Therefore, C contains a vertex w ∈ V \ {u, v}. Clearly, w / ∈ B, otherwise the edge {w, B} would exist contradicting the minimality of C. Hence, there is a vertex z ∈ B such that all paths from z to w contain a common strong articulation point or all paths from w to z contain a common strong articulation point. Suppose, without loss of generality, that a vertex x is contained in every path from z to w. Let P be the path that results from C by removing B. Let P u and P v be the subpaths of P from u to w and from v to w, respectively. Then x ∈ P u or x ∈ P v (or both). Suppose x ∈ P u ; if not then swap the role of u and v. Then, by Lemma 3.3 there is a path Q in G from u to w that avoids x. Also, since u ↔ vr z, there is a path Q in G from z to u that avoids x. Then the catenation of Q and Q gives a path in G from z to w that avoids x, a contradiction.
Lemma 3.5. The number of vertex-resilient blocks in a digraph G is at most n − 1 .
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that forest F contains at most n − 1 block nodes. Since F is a forest we can root each tree T of F at some arbitrary vertex r. Every level of T contains either only vertices of V or only block nodes, because F is bipartite. Moreover, every block node is adjacent to at least two vertices of V , due to the fact that each vertex-resilient block in G contains at least 2 vertices. Hence, every leaf of T is a vertex in V . Now consider a partition of T into vertex disjoint paths P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k , such that each P i leads from some vertex or block node to a leaf descendant. The number of block nodes in each P i is at most equal to |P i ∩ V |. Also, in the path P i starting at r the number of block nodes in P i is less than |P i ∩ V |. We conclude that there at most n − 1 block nodes in F . Lemma 3.6. The total number of vertices in all vertex-resilient blocks is at most 2n − 2.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, the block graph F is a forest with at most 2n − 1 vertices. Each occurrence of a vertex v in a block B corresponds to an edge {v, B} of F . Therefore, the total number of vertices in all vertex-resilient blocks equals the number of edges in F , and the lemma follows.
We turn F into a forest of rooted trees, by choosing an arbitrary vertex as the root of each tree. Then u ↔ vr w if and only if u and w are siblings or one the grandparent of the other. See Figure  2 . We can perform both tests in constant time simply by storing the parent of each vertex in F . Thus, we can test in constant time if two vertices are vertex-resilient. Now we turn to 2-vertex-connected blocks. As we already mentioned in the introduction, Menger's Theorem [14] By Lemma 3.7 we have that the 2-vertex-connected blocks are refinements of the vertex-resilient blocks, formed by the intersections of the vertex-resilient blocks and the 2-edge-connected blocks of the digraph G. Since the 2-edge-connected blocks are a partition of the vertices of G, these intersections partition each vertex-resilient block. From this property we conclude that Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5 also hold for the 2-vertex-connected blocks.
Computing the vertex-resilient blocks
In this section we develop algorithms that compute the vertex-resilient blocks of a digraph G. We can assume that G is strongly connected, so m ≥ n. If not, then we process each strongly connected component separately; if u ↔ vr v then u and v are in the same strongly connected component S of G, and moreover, any vertex on a path from u to v or from v to u also belongs in S. We begin with a simple algorithm that removes a single strong articulation point at a time. In order to get a more efficient solution, we need to consider simultaneously how different strong articulation points divide the vertices into blocks, which we do with the help of dominator trees. We achieve linear running time by combining the simple algorithm with the dominator-tree-based division.
A simple algorithm
Algorithm SimpleVRB is an immediate application of the characterization of the vertex-resilient blocks in terms of strong articulation points. Let u and v be two distinct vertices. We say that a strong articulation point x separates u from v if all paths from u to v contain x. In this case u and v belong to different strongly connected components of G \ x. This observation implies that we can compute the vertex-resilient blocks by computing the strongly connected components of G \ x for every strong articulation point x.
Algorithm SimpleVRB: Computation of the vertex-resilient blocks of a strongly connected digraph G = (V, E)
Step 1: Compute the strong articulation points of G.
Step 2: Initialize the current set of blocks as B = {V }. (Start from the trivial set containing only one block.)
Step 3: For each strong articulation point x do:
Step 3.1: Compute the strongly connected components S 1 , . . . , S k of G \ x. Let S be the partition of V defined by the strongly connected components S i .
Step 3.2: Execute refine(B, S, x).
To do this efficiently we define an operation that refines the currently computed blocks. Let B be a set of blocks, let S be a partition of a set U ⊆ V , and let x be a vertex not in U .
refine(B, S, x): For each block B ∈ B, substitute B by the sets B ∩ (S ∪ {x}) of size at least two, for all S ∈ S.
Lemma 4.1. Let N be the total number of elements in all sets of B (N = B∈B |B|), and let K be the number of elements in U . Then, the operation refine(B, S, x) can be executed in O(N + K) time.
Proof. A simple way to achieve the claimed bound is to number the sets of the partition S, each with a distinct integer id in the interval [1, K] . Consider a block B. Each element v ∈ B is assigned a label that is equal to id of the set S ∈ S that contains v if v ∈ U , and zero otherwise. Then, the computation of the sets B ∩ (S ∪ {x}) for all S ∈ S can be done in O(|B|) time with bucket sorting.
Lemma 4.2. Algorithm SimpleVRB runs in O(mp * ) time, where p * is the number of strong articulation points of G.
Proof. The strong articulation points of G can be computed in linear time by [10] . In each iteration of Step 3, we can compute the strongly connected components of G \ x in linear time [17] . As we discover the i-th strongly connected component, we assign label i (i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) to the vertices in S i . By Lemma 3.5, the number of vertex-resilient blocks of G is at most n − 1. Therefore, since the number of blocks does cannot decrease during any iteration, B contains at most n − 1 blocks in each execution of Step 3. By induction on the number of iterations, it follows that the algorithm maintains the invariant that any two distinct blocks in B have at most one element in common, and that the corresponding block graph is a forest. Therefore, by Lemma 3.5, the total number of elements in all blocks is at most 2n − 2. So, by Lemma 4.1, each iteration of Step 3 takes O(n) time.
We note that a digraph may have up to n − 1 strong articulation points, so the above running time is Θ(mn) in the worst case.
In Section 5 we apply the refine operation in order to compute the 2-vertex-connected blocks from the vertex-resilient blocks and the 2-edge-connected blocks. To that end, we define a version of this operation, refine(B, S), which corresponds to refine(B, S, x) with x = null .
Linear-time algorithm
We will show how to obtain a faster algorithm by applying the framework developed in [7] for the computation of the 2-edge-connected blocks. That is, we will use dominator trees and auxiliary graphs. The latter, however, are defined in a substantially different way which complicates several technical details. Another complication arises from the more As a warm up, first consider the computation of VRB (v), i.e., of the vertex-resilient blocks that contain a specific vertex v. Consider the flow graph G(v) with root v and its reverse G R (v). 
and initialize the set of blocks B = {U }. Compute the strongly connected blocks S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k of G \ v. Let S be the set that contains the nonempty restrictions of the S i sets to U , i.e., S contains the nonempty sets S i ∩ U . Finally, execute refine(B, S, v).
Note that all the vertex-resilient blocks can be computed in O(mn) time by applying the above algorithm to all vertices v. To avoid the repeated applications of this algorithm we use the concept of auxiliary graphs from [7] . In our case, however, we need a substantially different definition of auxiliary graphs that we give next. Before we do that, we state two properties regarding information that a dominator tree can provide about vertex-resilient blocks and paths. Proof. Let P be any path from v to r. (Such a path exists since graph G is strongly connected.) Let u be the first vertex on P such that u is a descendant of r. Then either u = r or u is a proper descendant of r. In the first case the lemma holds. Suppose u is a proper descendant of r. Since v is not a descendant of r in D(s), there is a path Q from s to v in G that does not contain r. Then Q followed by the part of P from v to u is a path from s to u that avoids r, a contradiction.
Auxiliary graphs
Let s be an arbitrarily chosen start vertex in G. Recall that we denote by G(s) the flow graph with start vertex s, by G R (s) the flow graph obtained from G(s) after reversing edge directions, by D(s) and D R (s) the dominator trees of G(s) and G R (s) respectively, and by C(v) and C R (v) the set of children of v in D(s) and D R (s) respectively.
As in [7] , auxiliary graphs are a key concept in our algorithm that provides a decomposition of the input digraph G into smaller digraphs (not necessarily subgraphs of G) that maintain the original vertex-resilient blocks. Here, however, we need a more complicated definition of auxiliary graphs.
For each vertex r = s that is not a leaf in D(s) we build the auxiliary graph G r = (V r , E r ) of r as follows. Let C k (r) denote the level k descendants of r, i.e., C 0 (r) = {r}, C 1 (r) = C(r), etc. The vertex set of G r is V r = ∪ 3 k=0 C k (r) and it is partition into a set of ordinary vertices V o r = C 1 (r) ∪ C 2 (r) and a set of auxiliary vertices V a r = C 0 (r) ∪ C 3 (r)
Lemma 4.5. Let v and w be two vertices in V r . Any path from v to w in G has a corresponding path from v to w in G r , and vice versa.
Proof. Consider a path P from v to w in G. We show that it has a corresponding path P r from v to w in G r . If P consists only of vertices in G r then P r = P . Otherwise, let (u, x) be the first edge on P such that u ∈ V r and x ∈ V r . Also let (y, z) be the first edge on P after (u, x) such that y ∈ V r and z ∈ V r . Theorem 2.1 implies: (i) For the edge (u, x) we have that either u = d(x), or x is not a descendant of r in D(s) and d(x) is a proper ancestor of r. (ii) For the edge (y, z) we have that either y is not a descendant of r and z = r, or y is a descendant of a vertex in C 3 (r).
Suppose u = d(x). Let t be the first vertex on P after x that is not an descendant of x. If t ∈ V r then t = z. In this case the part of P from u to z corresponds to the type-(a) edge (u, z) in P r . If t ∈ V r then t is not a descendant of r in D(s), and by Lemma 4.4 we have that z = r. So the part of P from u to z corresponds to the type-(b) edge (u, r) in P r . Now suppose that x is not a proper descendant of r in D(s). Then Lemma 4.4 implies that z = r so the part of P from u to z = r corresponds to the edge (u, r) in P r . We can repeat the same argument for every part of P that is outside V r , which gives a valid path P r in G r . Now we prove that any path P r from v to w in G r has a corresponding path P from v to w in G. It is sufficient to show that every edge e = (x, y) on P r that is not an edge of G has a corresponding path P e from x to y in G. In this case, e is a type-(a) or a type-(b) shortcut edge in G r . Suppose e is of type (a). By the construction of G r , G has an edge (z, y) where z is a descendant of x. Then G contains a path Q from x to z, so we have P e = Q · (z, y). Now suppose that e is of type (b). By the construction of G r , y = r and x is a descendant of r in D(s). Let (z, t) be an edge of G that corresponds to e. Then z is the nearest ancestor of x in V r . Let Q be a path from z to x in G. By Lemma 4.4, there is a path Q in G from y to r that does not contain any proper descendant of r. Then P e = Q · Q . Corollary 4.6. Each auxiliary graph G r is strongly connected.
Proof. Follows from the construction of G r , Lemma 4.5, and the fact that G is strongly connected.
The next lemma shows that auxiliary graphs maintain the vertex-resilient relation of the original digraph. Proof. Suppose first that v or w is s. Without loss of generality assume v = s. Then by Lemma 4.3 we have that w ∈ C 1 (r), so v and w are both ordinary vertices of G s . Now consider that v, w ∈ V \ s. From Lemma 4.3 we have that v and w belong in a set C 1 (r) ∪ C 2 (r) so they are both ordinary vertices of G r . Clearly if all paths from v to w in G r contain a common vertex (strong articulation point), then so do all paths from v to w in G by Lemma 4.5. Now we prove the converse. Suppose all paths from v to w in G contain a common vertex u. If u ∈ V r then also all paths from v to w in G r contain u. So suppose u ∈ V r . Then v is not an ancestor of w in D(s), since otherwise there would be a path from v to w that avoids u. First consider that u is a (proper) descendant of r in D(s). Since v is not an ancestor of w in D(s), there is a vertex x ∈ C 3 (r) that is an ancestor of u. By Lemma 4.4, all paths from v to u in G, and thus all paths from v to w, contain x. By Lemma 4.5 this is also true for all paths from v to w in G r . Finally, if u is not a descendant of r, Lemma 4.4 implies that all paths from u to w in G contain vertex r. Hence, all paths from v to w in G contain r, and so do all paths from v to w in G r by Lemma 4.5.
Lemma 4.8. The auxiliary graphs G r have at most 4n vertices and 4m + n edges in total.
Proof. A vertex of G may appear in at most four auxiliary graphs. Therefore, the total number of edges in all auxiliary graphs excluding type-(b) shortcut edges (u, v) with u ∈ V r is at most 4m. A type-(b) shortcut edge (u, v) with u ∈ V r of G r corresponds to a unique vertex in C 3 (r), so there are at most n such edges.
To construct the auxiliary graphs G r = (V r , E r ) we need to specify how to compute the shortcut edges of type (a) and (b). To do this efficiently we need to test ancestor-descendant relations in D(s). There are several simple O(1)-time tests of this relation [18] . The most convenient one for us is to number the vertices of D(s) from 1 to n in preorder, and to compute the number of descendants of each vertex v, which we denote by size(v). Then v is a descendant of r if and only if pre(r) ≤ pre(v) < pre(r) + size(r).
Suppose (u, v) is an edge of type (a). We need to find the ancestor z of u in D(s) such that z ∈ C 3 (r). We process all such arcs of G r as follows. We create a list B r that contains the edges (u, v) of type (a), and sort B r in increasing preorder of u. We create a second list B r that contains the vertices in C 3 (r), and sort B r in increasing preorder. Then, the shortcut edge of (u, v) is (z, v), where z is the last vertex in the sorted list B r such that pre(z) ≤ pre(u). Thus the shortcut edges of type (a) can be computed in linear time by bucket sorting and merging. Now we consider the edges of type (b). For each vertex w ∈ C 3 (r) we need to test if there is an edge (u, v) in G such that u is a proper descendant of w and v is not a descendant of r in D(s). In this case, we add in G r the edge (w, r). To do this test efficiently, we assign to each edge (u, v) a tag t(u, v) which we set equal to the preorder number of the nearest common ancestor of u and v in D(s). We can do this easily by using the parent property and the O(1)-time test of the ancestor-descendant relation as follows:
and t(u, v) = pre(d(v)) otherwise. At each node w = s in D(s) we store a label (w) which is the minimum tag of among the type-(b) edges (w, v). Using these labels we compute for each w = s in D(s) the values low (w) = min{ (v) | v is a descendant of w in D(s)}. These computations can be done in O(m) time by processing the tree D(s) in a bottom-up order. Now consider the auxiliary graph G r . We process the vertices in C 3 (r). For each such vertex w we add the shortcut edge (w, r) if low (z) < pre(r).
Lemma 4.9. We can compute all auxiliary graphs G r in O(m) time.
Algorithm
Now we are ready to describe our linear-time algorithm FastVRB. It uses two levels of auxiliary graphs and applies one iteration of Algorithm SimpleVRB for each auxiliary graph of the second level. The algorithm uses different dominator trees, and applies Lemma 4.3 in order to identify the vertex-resilient blocks. Since different dominator trees may define different blocks (which by Lemma 4.3 are supersets of the vertex-resilient blocks), we will use an operation that we call split to combine the different blocks.
We begin by computing the dominator tree D(s) for an arbitrary start vertex s. For any vertex v, we letĈ(v) denote the set containing v and the children of v in D(s), i.e.,Ĉ(v) = C(v) ∪ {v}. Lemma 4.3 gives an initial division of the vertices into blocks that are supersets of the vertex-resilient blocks. Specifically, the vertex-resilient blocks that contain v are subsets ofĈ(v) orĈ(d(v)) (for v = s).
During the course of the algorithm, each vertex v becomes associated with a set of blocks B(v) that contain v, which are subsets ofĈ(v) andĈ(d(v) if v = s. The blocks are refined by applying the refine operation of Section 4.1 and operation split that we define next, and at the end of the algorithm each set of blocks B(v) will be equal to VRB (v).
Let B be a block and T be a tree with vertex set V (T ) ⊇ B. For any vertex v ∈ V (T ), let C T (v) be the set containing v and the children of v in T .
split(B, T ): Return the set that consists of the blocks B∩Ĉ T (v) of size at least two, for all v ∈ V (T ). Proof. We number the vertices of T in preorder. Let pre(v) be the preorder number of v ∈ V (T ). Let t(v) be the parent of v = r in T , where r is the root of T . We associate each vertex v = r in B with two labels 1 (v) = pre(t(v)) and 2 (v) = pre(v), and create two corresponding pairs j (v), v . Also, if r ∈ B we associate r with one label 2 (r) = pre(r), and create a corresponding pair 2 (r), r . Each block created by the split operation consists of a set of at least two vertices v ∈ B that are associated with a specific label. We can find these blocks by sorting the pairs j (v), v by label, which can be done in O(N ) time with bucket sort.
In a high level, the algorithm begins with a "coarse" block tree, induced by theĈ(v) sets of D(s), which is then refined by the blocks defined from the dominator trees of the auxiliary graphs. The final vertex-resilient block forest is then computed by considering the strongly connected components of the second level auxiliary graphs, after removing their designated start vertex. The algorithms needs to keep track of the blocks that contain a specific vertex, and, conversely, of the vertices that are contained in a specific block. To facilitate this search we explicitly store the adjacency lists of the current block forest F . Recall that F is bipartite, so the adjacency list of a vertex v stores the blocks that contain v, and the adjacency list of a block node B stores the vertices in B. Initially F contains one block for each setĈ(v), for all vertices v that are not leaves in D(s). These blocks are later refined by executing the split and refine operations, which maintain the invariant that F is a forest, and that any two distinct blocks have at most two vertices in common. When we execute a split or a refine operation we can update the adjacency lists of F , while maintaining the bounds given in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.10. Also, since during the execution of the algorithm the number of blocks can only increase, F contains at most n − 1 blocks at any given time. This fact implies that Lemma 3.5 holds, so the total number of vertices and edges in F is O(n). Proof. Let u and v be any vertices. If u and v are vertex-resilient in G, then by Lemma 4.7 they are vertex-resilient in both auxiliary graphs of G and G r that contain them as ordinary vertices. This implies that the algorithm will correctly include them in the same block in Step 1 and will not separate them in Steps 3.3 and 3.5. So suppose that u and v are not vertex-resilient. Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that all paths from u to v contain a common strong articulation Algorithm FastVRB: Linear-time computation of the vertex-resilient blocks of a strongly connected digraph G = (V, E)
Step 1: Choose an arbitrary vertex s ∈ V as a start vertex. Compute the dominator tree D(s). For any vertex v, letĈ(v) be the set containing v and the children of v in D(s). For every vertex v that is not a leaf in D(s), associate blockĈ(v) with every vertex w ∈Ĉ(v).
Step 2: Compute the auxiliary graphs G r for all vertices r that are not leaves in D(s).
Step 3: Process the vertices of D(s) in bottom-up order. For each auxiliary graph H = G r with r not a leaf in D(s) do:
Step 3.1: Compute the dominator tree T = D R H (r).
Step 3.2: Compute the set B of blocks that contain vertices in C(r).
Step 3.3: For each block B ∈ B execute split(B, T ).
Step 3.4: Compute the auxiliary graphs H R q for all vertices q that are not leaves in T .
Step 3.5: For each auxiliary graph H R q with q not a leaf do:
Step 3.5.1: Compute the set B q of blocks that contain at least two ordinary vertices in H R q .
Step 3.5.2: Compute the set S of the strongly connected components of H R q \ q.
Step 3.5.3: Refine the blocks in B q by executing refine(B q , S, q).
point. Thus, d(v) = u. We argue that all the blocks that contain u and all the blocks that contain v will be separated in some step of the algorithm.
First we observe that u and v can appear together in at most one of the blocks constructed in Step 1. Also, u and v can remain in at most one block after each split operation (u and v can have at most one identical label i (u) = j (v)). So suppose that u and v are still contained in one common block just before the execution of Step 3.5. We will show that u and v will be separated after the refine operation executed in Step 3.5.3. Since u and v were not separated by a split operation, they are either siblings or one is the parent of the other in D R H (r). Also, since d(v) = u we have the following cases.
(a) d(u) = v. Then u and v are both ordinary vertices of the auxiliary graph H = G r with r = d(v). Lemma 4.7 implies that G r contains a strong articulation point x that separates u from v. We argue that x is a proper ancestor of u in D R H (r). If not, then H R contains a path P R from u to r that avoids x. Since d(v) = r, H contains a path Q from r to v that avoids x. Thus P · Q is a path in H from u to v that avoids x, a contradiction. Now we claim that q = d R H (u) is also a strong articulation point that separates u from v. Suppose the claim is false. Then x = q, so x is a proper ancestor of q in D R H (r). Let P be a path from u to v that avoids q. Then x is on P since x separates u from v. Let P x be the part of P from u to x. Also, since x is a proper ancestor of q in D R H (r), H R has a path Q R from r to x that avoids q. Then P · Q is a path in H from u to r that avoids q, a contradiction. The claim implies that u and v are located in different strongly connected components of H R q \ q, so they are contained in different blocks computed in Step 3.5.3. Proof. We account for the total time spent on each step that Algorithm FastVRB executes.
Step 1 takes O(m) time by [3] , and Step 2 takes O(m) time by Lemma 4.9. From Lemma 4.8 we have that the total number of vertices and the total number of edges in all auxiliary graphs H of G are O(n) and O(m) respectively. Then, again by Lemma 4.8, the total size (number of vertices and edges) of all auxiliary graphs H R q for all H, computed in Step 3.4, is still O(m) and they are also computed in O(m) total time by Lemma 4.9. Now consider the split operations. All these operations that occur during Step 3.3 for a specific auxiliary graph G r operate on the same tree T , which can be preprocessed once, as in Lemma 4.10, for all split operations. Therefore, the total preprocessing time for all split operations is O(n). Excluding the preprocessing time for T , a split(B, T ) operation takes time proportional to the number of vertices in B. Therefore all split operations take O(n) time in total by Lemmas 3.6 and 4.10. In Step 3.5.1 we examine the adjacency lists of the ordinary vertices v ∈ H R q and find the corresponding blocks that contain at least such two ordinary vertices. Then we examine the adjacency lists of each such block. So, the adjacency lists of each vertex v and each block that contains v can be examined at most three times. Hence, Step 3.5.1 takes O(n) time in total. Finally, Steps 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 take O(m) time in total by [17] and Lemmas 3.6 and 4.1. [7] and the O(1)-time test for vertex-resilience. Alternatively, we can compute the 2-vertex-connected blocks in O(n) time given the vertex-resilient blocks B and the 2-edge-connected blocks S, simply by executing refine(B, S). Then, since the 2-vertex-connected blocks have a block forest representation, we can test if two given vertices are 2-vertex-connected in O(1) time as described in Section 3.
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a digraph with n vertices and m edges. We can compute the 2-vertexconnected blocks of G in O(m + n) time. Also, given the 2-vertex-connected blocks of G, we can test in O(1) time if any two vertices are 2-vertex-connected.
6 Sparse certificate for the vertex-resilient blocks and the 2-vertexconnected blocks
Here we show how to extend Algorithm FastVRB so that it also computes in linear time a sparse certificate for the vertex-resilient and the 2-vertex-connected relations. That is, we compute a subgraph C(G) of the input graph G that has O(n) edges and maintains the same vertex-resilient and 2-vertex-connected blocks as the input graph. We can achieve this by applying the same approach we used in [7] for computing a sparse certificate for the 2-edge-connected blocks.
As in Section 4 we can assume without loss of generality that G is strongly connected, in which case subgraph C(G) will also be strongly connected. The certificate uses the concept of independent spanning trees [9] . A spanning tree T of a flow graph G(s) is a tree with root s that contains a path from s to v for all vertices v. Two spanning trees B and R rooted at s are independent if for all v, the paths from s to v in B and R share only the dominators of v. Every flow graph G(s) has two such spanning trees, computable in linear time [9] . Moreover, the computed spanning trees are maximally edge-disjoint, meaning that the only edges they have in common are the bridges of G(s).
During the execution of Algorithm FastVRB, we maintain a list (multiset) L of the edges to be added in C(G). The same edge may be inserted into L multiple times, but the total number of insertions will be O(n). Then we can use radix sort to remove duplicate edges in O(n) time. We initialize L to be the empty. During Step 1 of Algorithm FastVRB we compute two independent spanning trees, B(G(s)) and R(G(s)) of G(s) and insert their edges into L. Next, in Step 3.1 we compute two independent spanning trees B(H R (r)) and R(H R (r)) for each auxiliary graph H R (r). For each edge (u, v) of these spanning trees, we insert a corresponding edge into L as follows. If both u and v are ordinary vertices in H R (r), we insert (u, v) into L since it is an original edge of G. Otherwise, u or v is an auxiliary vertex and we insert into L a corresponding original edge of G. Such an original edge can be easily found during the construction of the auxiliary graphs. Finally, in Step 3.5, we compute two spanning trees for every connected component S i of each auxiliary graph H R q \ q as follows. Let H S i be the subgraph of H q that is induced by the vertices in S i . We choose an arbitrary vertex v ∈ S i and compute a spanning tree of H S i (v) and a spanning tree of H R S i (v). We insert in L the original edges that correspond to the edges of these spanning trees.
Lemma 6.1. The sparse certificate C(G) has the same vertex-resilient blocks and 2-vertex-connected blocks as the input digraph G.
Proof. We first argue that the execution of Algorithm FastVRB on C(G) and produces the same vertex-resilient blocks as the execution of Algorithm FastVRB on G. The correctness of Algorithm FastVRB implies that it produces the same result regardless of the choice of start vertex s. So we assume that both executions choose the same start vertex s. We will refer to the execution of Algorithm FastVRB with input G (resp. C(G)) as FastVRB(G) (resp. FastVRB(C(G))).
First we note that C(G) is strongly connected since it contains a spanning tree of G(s) and a spanning tree for the reverse of each auxiliary graph G r . Moreover, the fact that C(G) contains two independent spanning trees of G implies that G and C(G) have the same dominator tree with respect to the start vertex s that are computed in Step 1. Hence, the auxiliary graphs computed in Step 2 of Algorithm FastVRB have the same sets of ordinary and auxiliary vertices in both executions FastVRB(G) and FastVRB(C(G)). Hence, Step 3.1 computes the same dominator trees D H (r) and D R H (r) in both executions, and therefore Steps 3.2 and 3.3 compute the same blocks. The same argument as in Steps 1 and 2 implies that both executions FastVRB(G) and FastVRB(C(G)) compute in Step 3.4 auxiliary graphs H R q with the same sets of ordinary and auxiliary vertices. Finally, by construction, the strongly connected components of each auxiliary graph H R q \ q are the same in both executions of FastVRB(G) and FastVRB(C(G)).
We conclude that FastVRB(G) and FastVRB(C(G)) compute the same vertex-resilient blocks as claimed. Next, observe that since the independent spanning trees computed in Steps 1 and 3.1 of the extended version of FastVRB are maximally edge-disjoint, C(G) maintains the same strong bridges as G. Then, by Lemma 3.7, C(G) also has the same 2-vertex-connected blocks as G.
